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ABSTRACT 
Kamala Das has a spot with the original of modern English poets who developed another poetics for themselves 
and made another begin both in subject and procedure around 1960's. In Kamala Das' poetry we locate the best 

enunciation of feminine reasonableness, its covering in a male dominated society. So her poetry is admission 

stall and self-portraying, taking everything into account, anyway now and again she universalizes what is near 

and dear. She repudiated the age-old and somewhat sterile aestheticism for a freedom of brain and body.  

The male rhapsody in poetry appreciates distinctive complex features and shared topical domains concerning 

the universe of men, while female capriccio in poetry spins around the pack the matic articulations concerning 

the residential life, cultural coordinated efforts and the self of a woman. Her poetry passes on her abhorrence 

for male domination and to the fakes.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Feminism is a new artistic wonder and by and large centering on a women's battle for equity and to be 

acknowledged as a person. It is essentially worried about women's marginalized status in society; discrimination 

looked by them due to the patriarchal culture and method of their liberation. It involves political, social or 

economic development pointed toward establishing equivalent rights and lawful insurance for women.  

The artistic feminism also deals with social, economic, educational and social inequalities of women in 

the male dominated society and the journalists of feminism deal with the issues of women according to female 

point of view. According to Linda Gordon, "Feminism is an investigation of women's subordination to sort out 

some way to transform it."  

Kamala Das is the pioneer of feminism reasonableness in Indian English poetry. With the coming of 

Kamala Das women poetry takes a sudden turn who honestly communicates the feminine reasonableness, its 
abuse, its damages, miseries and concealment in a male dominated society. In her poetry she is intensely aware 

of herself as a woman. Most likely, her poetry is confession booth and personal yet now and again it has all 

inclusive allure as well. In her poetry and her popular personal history 'My Story', she communicates her own 

disappointment and disdain in a male dominated world and attempts to maintain her individuality and feminine 

identity.  

According to M K Nayak, ‘Das' poetry produces one of a striking, heartless trustworthiness tearing 

enthusiastically at traditional attitudes to uncover the quintessential woman within." An enormous piece of her 

poetry addresses female voice consistent with woman's experience. The intensely close to home and confession 

booth nature of Das' work reviews somehow or another Sylvia Plath, Anne Sexton and Judith Wrights.  

In Kamala Das' vision womanhood involves certain aggregate encounters. She makes a 'female space' 

and endeavors to "bring into being the representative load of female consciousness, to make the invisible 

noticeable, to make the quiet speak" (Showalter 324) The poetical works of Kamala Das have engaged 
considerable basic consideration and sustained thorough explication.  

The subject of Kamala Das' work involves "woman" and the disclosure of female encounters, be it the 

injury of a miserable marriage or the embarrassment of 'desire-less' surrender in sex or the disdain at the male 

domination. Journey for affection is certainly the enduring topic of Kamala's poetry. Love, for a woman is 

considerably more than what it is really going after man. The distinction in experience of affection for the two is 

all around put by Kamala Das in "An Introduction": 

 

In him . . . .the hungry haste Of rivers, in me . . . the oceans' tireless Waiting. 

 

Kamala Das support the reason for womanhood caught just in the conjugal spider webs. She expounds 

on adoration according to a woman's viewpoint. As far as she might be concerned, the focal point of affection 
isn't the blind love and love of spouses yet the communication of adoration. A woman's embarrassment begins 

in her adolescence, moves to a top in her childhood, and closures just in death.  
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The roles Indian women play and the images they make are drawn from myths and legends as opposed 

to from social circumstances and individual encounters. In sonnet after sonnet Das mocks the male sense of self 

which oppresses woman and keeps her in nets of family life. The poem "The Stone Age," for example, presents 
the indifference of man to woman's miseries, 

 

You turn me into a bird of stone, a granite dove, 

You build round me a shabby drawing room and stroke my face absentmindedly while you read. 

 

The speaker addresses her man who builds around her a stony wall of comfort and turns her into an inanimate 

object. The man creates a domestic stone age and the mystique of femininity that goes with it. 

 

II. FEMINISM IN THE WORKS OF KAMALA DAS 
In "The Sunshine Cat", Kamala Das describes a particular instance of the maltreatment of a woman. 

The title proposes a yellow cat. It isn't actually a cat that has given her organization when she was detained 

however a simple dash of sunshine which spilled into the room when her significant other kept her confined in a 

room.  

The woman in the sonnet looks for a fulfilling experience in the organization of her man who has 

continually disappointed her by his insincerity, infidelity, and inconstancy. To her he is an oppressor and shark. 

The sonnet is a quiet enlistment of the vulnerable indignation at the embarrassment of woman in a male-

dominated reality where nobody really focuses on her individuality, goal and the requirement for passionate 

satisfaction. To the world outside, she is a sunshine cat appearing consistently content with every actual solace. 

In actuality she is a yellow cat, a deceased cat. The denial of freedom and satisfaction has removed all her 

appeal, youth and magnificence.  
As a fair poet of affection she is blunt and credulous without the "intellectual pride". She composes of 

her longings against a moderate and forbidden society and brings out the tenderness of women emerging from 

latent job to the point of discovering and arresting her individual freedom and identity.  

In "Summer in Calcutta: she says, of late I have started to feel yearning To take in with eagerness, 

similar to a timberland fire that Burns-through, and, with each killing gains a wilder More brilliant appeal all 

that comes my direction.  

It will get the job done to say that her poetry depends to a great extent on the actual parts of a female. 

Though feminine reasonableness, in the genuine terms, suggests weight on enthusiastic bond yet one might say 

that her refrains depicting actual love are not devoid of feelings. Underneath the striking words, lie delicate 

feminine feelings. Combined with her investigation of women's requirements she additionally shows the pining 

to lose one's self in enthusiastic love, as talked about in "The Looking Glass" from The Descendants.  

She, her females urges give their man "what makes you woman". The things which society 
recommends are filthy or untouchable, are the very things which the women should provide for their beloveds, 

the . . . musk of sweat between bosoms The warm shock of feminine blood, Ought not be hidden from one's 

adored. For the poet, love ought to be defined with unqualified genuineness.  

 

A woman ought to "Stand nude before the glass with him," and permit her darling to see her precisely 

as she is. Similarly, the woman ought to appreciate even the "affectionate details" of her darling.  

Kamala Das's dissent against the pervasive frameworks of the society transformed her into a 'rebel'. Her 

offended feminine self went on passionate wanderings attempting to investigate an identity and freedom. All 

things considered, her customary make-up of an ordinary woman was a factor which constantly forbade her 

from breaking endlessly totally from the job of a conventional spouse.  

The universe of Kamala's poems is absolutely Indian or a world that she has made her own. 
Notwithstanding, more than the Indianness what strikes one most in her poems is the feminine reasonableness. 

In her affirmation (both in poetry and work) she turns out as the essayist of feminine needs, desires and fears, or 

the victor of women's inspiration. She showed enormous determination in defying the sexual expansionism and 

giving desire and affirmation to youngsters that they can dismiss the injured individual position, that they can 

baffle the most blazing culture's push to mishandle and minimize women.  

Kamala Das is each woman. The admission stall mode in Kamala is an energy of self and to place this 

self in concentration with 'all selves'. Her poems like "A Relationship", "Summer in Calcutta", "An 

Introduction" a few others will with everything taken into account admit her strength and opportunity in 

communicating for all to hear the riddle longings and objective of womankind or of women who are pained 

woman, appalling spouse and hesitant sex fiend. Most by a long shot of her poems examine the sex work an 

Indian woman plays - the shame it incorporates, the square it instigates, or the torture it causes.  

Kamala Das' poetry represents the associations of women ascending out of that condition of misuse and 
servitude, and looking to develop their identity and the self Clearly, this is anything yet a direct and 
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uncomplicated strategy as this incorporates discarding a ton, grasping a protected demeanor and testing the 

injured self that passes on what requirements be in such countless various personalities. Her poems are viewed 

as the declaration of the pitiable situation of a confounded woman who needs love thought and compassion and 
needs a valuing life partner, warmth and home. 

 

III. DISCUSSION 
As an essayist of sharp feminine reasonableness, Kamala offers vent to the desires, fears and needs of 

womankind. She has been the legend of woman's inspiration in the all out of her works and nobody can 

challenge this assertion. Her poems are yield of an interesting woman's heart, having experienced maternity and 

even pains of transport. Kamala's disposition towards men takes after the attitude of men if all else fails towards 

women. 

She says: 
I was entirely without lust. I hoped that someday as I lay with a man, somewhere beneath the bone, at a 

deadened spot, a contact would be made, and that afterwards each movement of my life became meaningful. I 

looked for the beauteous Krishna in every man. Every Hindu girl is in reality wedded to Lord Krishna. 

 

Like the greater part of her confession booth poems, The Sunshine Cat is another striking sonnet by 

Das. Included in Summer in Calcutta (1965), the sonnet uncovers the passionate intensity of a spouse brought 

about by much sexual embarrassment and misuse and her confinement in conjugal bond. It unequivocally 

revolts the male dominated society and presents an unpleasant truth of life.  

The sonnet is worried about the situation of a become the woman prey of the desire of numerous men. 

She has not accomplished enthusiastic satisfaction with her better half just as different men with whom she has 

been intimate contact. They need her just sexually and don't react to her adoration. What's more, it brings 
identity emergency in her feminine self: They did this to her, the one who knows her, the man She adored, who 

cherished her insufficient, being egotistical And a defeatist, the spouse who neither adored nor utilized her.  

The woman endeavors to find passionate satisfaction in affection yet ends up being vain. Her better 

half is a mean and lecherous like others. She calls her significant other ' a merciless watcher'. Without adoration 

he is interested in satisfying his desire and actual desire. In such an emotional sterility and loveless atmosphere 

the woman’s heart is:  

 

A bed made soft with tears, and she lay there weeping For sleep had lost its use. I shall build walls with tears 

She said wall to shut me in. 

 

She yearns for love but all of them refuse to love her and all are equally proved to be lustful. She is so 

disgusted that she wants to wipe away their memories – their lust, their smells and their ugly hair on their chests.  
She says:  

Face into their smells and their young lusts to forget To forget, oh, to forget, and they said, each of 

Them, I do not love, I cannot love, it is not This is her strong voice to forget all humiliation that she has faced. 

The miseries of utter loneliness, humiliation and non fulfillment of love cast a melancholy shadow over her and 

she becomes: She was a cold and Half –dead woman, now of no use at all to man. 

Such is the life of woman in male dominated society where her individuality, identity and freedom are 

in question. A woman is constantly denied love and passionate satisfaction in her wedded life. It just fills a 

woman's life with dissatisfactions and embarrassments.  

Kamala Das is the name of feminine reasonableness. She knows about her feminist identity and 

declares it in her poems. She defies the misuse of women in a male made world and goes against all grounded 

shows and standards of the society, which are intended to abuse womankind.  
According to KRS Iyenger, "Kamala Das is a savagely feminine reasonableness that challenges without 

inhibitions to verbalize the damages it has gotten in an insensitive to a great extent man – made world." By 

identifying herself with other suffering women, Kamala Das moves her own pain into an all inclusive one and 

her poetry become an intense pleading for feminism.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Kamala Das writes in her poetry about the circumstance of woman and go against the predominance of 

man. The effect of male driven society is found in all religions similarly as their sacred texts. As the strict 

leaders were all men, the sacred texts made by them were male-arranged and accordingly, women were given 
second rate position in families similarly as social orders. There is no uncertainty Kamala Das is another marvel 

in Indo-Anglian poetry—far unmistakably from Toru Dutt or even Sarojini Naidu.  

Kamala Das' is a savagely feminine reasonableness that difficulties without restraints to explain the 

damages it has gotten in a coldblooded by and large man-made world ... Clearly, the unending emphasis of such 
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hurt, such perplex, such cynicism, ought to sooner or later decline into an idiosyncrasy, yet one assumptions—

and her outstanding capacity offers the ground for such assumptions—she will surpass this obsession at the 

appointed time and find her direction to a season less attempting.  
Kamala Das is an extraordinary and remarkable poet with an indisputable poetic identity of her own. 

Right when getting it done, she remains unrivaled and incomparable. She demonstrates wonderful order and 

straightforwardness over the usage of English and has developed a style that is described by an ordinary ease 

and clarity. Words effectively go to her. Since English is generally dear to her, she regularly and handily uses it 

to communicate her feelings, her assumptions, her recollections, her love and sexual experiences, her 

dissatisfactions and thwarted expectations by and large reasonably. Kamala Das remarks: The language one uses 

isn't huge. What is huge is the idea contained by words. 
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